
RAM SALE
Monday 2nd October 2023 At Charinga Inspection from 9.00am

Sale Starts at 1.00pm
Private Selection Starts Monday 9th October 300 Rams 

COMMERCIAL FOCUS

Profitability Predictable
Genetics

Structure &
Constitution

Wool Cut
& Quality

Investing in
ET & AI

More Lambs
Client

Support &
Service

Easy Care

INSPECTION DAY
Thursday 21st September 2023 At Banavie 9.00am - 5.00pm

Shearing Ewe Weaners, Displaying Sires,ET Ewe Donors, 2022 Drop Lambs, Clients sheep,
all sale rams with tests, weights and ASBV’s

July 2023
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In reflection of 2022, it was an outstanding year for our on property sale 
and it exceeded all our expectations, it was very pleasing to have sold 
multiple stud sires to multiple states. I feel very honoured to have been 
chosen to be a seedstock supplier and thank fellow breeders and clients for 
their on going support. In 2022 we are also pleased to have purchased a 
new sire to add to our sire battery. 2022 finished of a challenging wet year 
as it did for many of you. As we click over into 2023 and prepare for another 
season, we are excited with our young stock and have progeny from 
multiple sires. In this years young rams we breech wrinkle scored for the 
first time and have trailed leaving two thirds of them unmulsed, as we have 
lots of unmulsed clients. We continue to mulse the balance of our 

commercial flock as I believe it complements our management. I am looking for clients feedback 
but feel it is necessary to offer more rams in our on property auction, as I believe this will give our 
clients a more even opportunity at our leading end, we will still be offering rams privately, but 
ram sale day is a great opportunity to fulfil your needs in one visit. 
 
We are set to have an extensive open day of our rams , ewes and lambs, this will include shearing 
of sheep so you can see what our sheep are doing out of the paddock with your own eyes and 
hands. 
 
In the current environment I feel like maximising production per head or per hectare is vital as 
the wool and meat price has softened and producing as many kilos of wool and meat is king, as 
we continue to push our production limits. 
 

Tim Polkinghorne 

Welcome to 2023

On Property Sale Morning 2022
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210013 created a lot in 
interest from his first 
public showing in Bendigo. 
Regarded as the best Ban 
009 son we have bred. We 
were going to retain him 
as a leading sire, but after 
strong pressure from a 
number of parties locally, 
nationally and 
internationally we decided 
to offer him in Lot 1A on 
ram sale day. 
 
He is a complete package 
of structure, wool cut and 
correctness. His width 
behind and purity were 
highlights and being a 
combination of our Neil 
family and East Mundulla 
Masterbulit gives this sire a 
perfect balance of wool 
and carcase virtues. 
 
After a nervous start to the 
bidding, auctioneer 
Andrew Sloan soon 
enticed the bidding gallery 
to enter the market and 
bidding quickly moved 
through to the $80,000 
final bid. We were very 
proud to offer a ram that 
we held in such high 
regard, in the transparent 
conditions of a public 
auction.  

 
We are also very grateful the Gooding family from East Mundulla Merino Stud, were able to 
secure the ram. Our studs have a history of making impacts for each other and it appears our 
breeding philosophies and genetics just seem to click. To Slippers and Daniel thank you and we 
look forward to seeing what you can do with “80K”. 
 
Special mention also to the underbidders, most of you have used Banavie genetics in your 
studs in the past and your continued support of our stud and our genetics drives us to breed 
sires of exceptional quality for you to use in your breeding programs.  
 

Lot 1A Creates $80,000 worth of History
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It was a cracking day in more ways than one for our annual on property ram sale. We had an 
increased offering of 91 Rams after the late addition of Lot 1A to commence the day, which we 
sold to a complete clearance and all time high average of $5489. Lot 1a topped the sale at 
$80,000 to  East Mundulla Merino Stud. Lot 68 made $32,000 to Capree Merino Stud. Lot 62 
$24,000 to Gerando Pship. Lot 61 $16,000 to The Snuggery and Lot 78 $13,000 to Merna 
Farms WA. 
 
We continue to breed and offer Horned Rams breeding mainly from the elite end of horned 
ewes in the stud. Our horned rams sold to a top of $8000 to North Ashrose Merino Stud SA, 
and were well supported by commercial clientele to average $3750. 
 
It was the first year offering sons of two of our leading sires Ban 009 and Big Dave. Ban 009 
had 17 Sons make the sale which averaged $8853 and Big Dave had 16 Sons which averaged 
$6531. We also kept a number of sons from these sires which now make up the majority of our 
sire battery moving forward. 
 
Stud and Commercial Rams were dispered far and wide ending the day heading to five states. 
We are pleased to offer rams that can suit the Wheatbelt in WA to higher rainfall environment 
of Eastern Tasmania and everyhere in between, all in one ram sale. 

2022 Ram Sale Report

Our 2022 Top Price Sale Rams

LOT 1A

$80,000 East Mundulla Merino Stud, Tarin Rock WA
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Our 2022 Top Price Sale Rams

LOT 68

LOT 62

$32,000 Capree Merino Stud, Bathurst, NSW

$24,000 Gerando Partnership, Collarenebri, NSW

LOT 61
$16,000 The Snuggery, Kingston SA 
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Wool Cuts 21 Drop Progeny 1 Kg per Month?

Previously regulation blade shorn 1st March 2022 (7 Months)

YOUNG SIRES BLADE SHORN 7TH OCTOBER

Ban 009          210013                    11.1KG 

Ban 009          210016                    11.8 Kg 

Big Dave         210033                   10.0 Kg 

Neil                   210106                    11.0 Kg 

Big Dave          210166                    9.8Kg 

STUD EWE WEANER SHEARING OPEN DAY SEPTEMBER 2022 PADDOCK RUN 

Previously shorn as lambs in November 2021. (10 Months)

Big Dave          210158                    9.6 Kg 

GP 1120            210082                   10.5 Kg 

Big Dave          210488                   9.9 Kg 

Big Dave          210157                     9.8 Kg 

Ban 009          210113                     2.0 Kg 

Big Dave         210173                    10.5 Kg 

Ban 009          210384                   9.3 Kg 

Ban 009          210012                    10.8 Kg 

Ban 009          210011                     11.2 Kg 

GP 1120            210076                   10.3 Kg  

Big Dave         210026                   10.3Kg

From our Stud Advisor, Andrew Calvert 
I have always believed if you’re in the business of producing 
something to sell then its vital whatever the article is it needs to 
remain relevant to the market. Breeding animals to sell is no 
different, they need to be both relevant and commercially viable. 
The ultimate determiner in a Studs business is its clients, in simple 
terms if they are successful, so should the Stud supplying the 
genetics be. Banavie have been bred along these objectives for 
over 100 years, the principals understand the responsibilities they 
have as a leading supplier of Seedstock to the Merino Industry.  
 
I am strongly focused on breeding sheep that are structurally 
sound, efficient converters capable of achieving good cut to 
micron, their wool should be soft and nourished. Fertility is critical 
as is a good carcass. One of the real positives of the Banavie type is 

its dual-purpose attributes, they are also ideally suited to shearing 3 times in 2 years or every 6 
months. With the current wool market this can offer huge financial benefits. 
 
Andrew Calvert - Stud Consultant. 0418 130 155 
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Pre-Joining Tips For Your Rams & Ewes 

Shear rams at least 6 weeks prior to joining – rams should be shorn and 6in1 vaccinated •
twice each year. 
 
Check mouths, feet and testes 6 weeks before joining. Testes should be palpated to •
ensure they are firm and springy with no lumps. If you are unsure ofthis contact your 
local vet. 
 
Commence feeding 250 grams of lupins per head per day a minimum of 4 weeks •
priorto joining (peas or beans will suffice) 
 
 
 
 
Ensure ewes have sound mouths, feet and udders •
 
Keep ewes isolated from the smell and sight of rams to prevent the ram effect. •
Isolation means rams / ram lambs should be a minimum of ONE KILOMETRE away 
or as far away as is practical or achievable. This is most important with Spring mating 
and applies from weaning. 
 
Good body condition (CS 2.8-3.0) - NOT over fat. •
Ewes should be on a rising plain of nutrition. Lupin supplementation for 2-4 weeks prior 
to joining is highly recommended at the rate of 200 grams per head per day. Feeding 
will vary with the season and available feed. It is recommended not to run ewes on 
lucerne pasture or excessive clover prior to or during joining. 
 
Synchronising Paddock Mating •
Introduce vasectomized rams or testosterone treated teasers to ewes 2 weeks prior to 
joining to synchronise mating. 

RAM PREPARATION PRE-JOINING

EWE PREPARATION PRE-JOINING

A message from our breeding technicians 
David and Ros Kennett
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Banavie Commercials thrive on Canola

In the later stages of 2021 dad purchased a 
property in Koondrook which has allowed us 
to have a play with some irrigation. Dad 
challenged myself to try something different 
compared to home with a paddock. Which 
after a summer of thinking we decided to try 
to finish a portion of our commercial wether 
lambs on crop rather than feedlot or 
stubble. 
 
In the last week of March we planted 38 HA 
of 970 Canola at 3.5kg/Ha and watered it. 
On the 17th of June we carted a run of 707 
June/July commercial 2021 drop lambs off 
shears @ 40kg liveweight up there. 
At a stocking rate of 18.4 Head per hectare 
with Canola to our knees, let see what we 
can achieve! 
 
We returned and yarded on the 1st of 
August and loaded a B-Double with 686 
lambs. Our results were: 
Average Carcase Weight Gain per head: 
6.7Kg in 45 Days 
Final Average Carcase Weight : 23.7kg 
Final Average Liveweight: 52.66Kg Full. 
Average Liveweight Growth Rate per Day = 
14.88KG Live / 45 days = 330.66 Grams per 
Head per Day. 
 
AWN Wimmera Area Manager Wayne Driscoll said “A growth rate of 330g per day is due to the 
970 Canola and Banavie Merino genetics combining to achieve an Industry high end result. It 
must also be said that these wethers cut 17 micron wool grossing $58.00 before they were sent 
up there.” In conclusion we achieved a good average price for the season for our meat further 
enhancing the importance of weight gain in this equation. 
 

Average Carcase Weight Gain per head: 6.7Kg 
in 45 Days @ $7.20 per kg plus $1.50 skin x 
18.4 head per HA = $915.21 return per Hectare 
to date. 
 
When the sheep were removed we let the 
Canola recover for 10 Days, applied grass 
spray and 120kg/ha of Urea aiming to Harvest 
3T/Ha of Canola at approx. $700 per Tonne 
later this year. We are very excited about the 
finishing potential of our sheep on crops, it 
allows us to keep haysheds full and grain in 
silos, it also gave us carrying capacity when 
we are traditionally at our tight winter 
lambing period.
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 The decision was made to purchase “Rossco” from the Gooding Family to compliment our 
size, bone, structure and quick maturity. We look forward to offering sons from this exciting 
addition. His lambs are showing bone, barrel and early maturity and good skins. An exiting 
addition that will compliment the future of Charinga and Banavie. 

Imp 111-210940 June drop.  MIC 19.9, SD 2.7, SV 14.1, SC 19.8. 
Pictured from Left to Right: Jonti, Mitchell Crosby, Tim, Roger and Daniel and Phillip Gooding.

A new sire purchased for $50,000 from East Mundalla

CORPORATE + CREATIVE MEDIA

25 years experience in PRINT + DESIGN
• Sale Brochures • Banner Displays • Marquees

• Promotional Materials • Sale Catalogues • Booklets
• Field Days Leaflets • Business Cards

Shelley Jenzen: 0438 018 361   info@sbprint.com.au

Thanks again to Tim and the Banavie team for
choosing us to produce your sale material for 2023.
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Banavie 190 was our Top Priced Auction from 2019. He is an AI bred Masterbuilt Son and was 
purchased by the Thornlea Merino Stud in Harrow Vic for $35,000. Described at the time as one of 
the most complete sheep Banavie had ever offered, he has excellent width and depth of body and 
he carries very well aligned heavy cutting wool with true fibre density. 
 
We are every excited to congratulate the Rangeview and Overton Merino Studs on their success 
with Ban 190 progeny during this years show circuit in WA. 
 
The Supreme Exhibit of both Wagin Woolorama and The Williams Expo was a Rangeview ram 
named Lawry. He is a medium wool, ET Bred son of Banavie 190 X Rangeview 645. 

 
Ban 190 Progeny also won:  
Grand Champion Poll Ewe, Reserve Grand 
Champion Poll Ewe, Champion Fine Wool Ram, 
Champion Fine Wool Ewe, Champion Fine Medium 
Ewe, Champion Medium Ram, Champion Strong 
Ewe, Reserve Champion Fine Ram, Reserve 
Champion Fine Med Ram, Reserve Champion 
Strong Ram.  
  
The WA Pair from Rangeview Merino Stud are 
both Ban 190 Progeny, 
 

We wish Rangeview all the best for the upcoming Australian Sheep and Wool Show where they will 
be exhibiting and also offering progeny of Ban 190 in the ram sale. Including Supreme Exhibit 
Lawry in Lot 94. 
 
This ram is a big upstanding young sire with ex width and length through the body he has great 
feet and structure with exceptional bone and balance he has a very high rump and stands proud 
with and outstanding quiet nature he has excellent staple length bold horseshoe crimping aligned 
richly nourished densely fibred heavy cutting wool. 
 
It was a pleasure to see this outstanding young ram go to the McClure Family, and we wish them all 
the success with ram and hope he gives them a sound foundation for their poll stud. They have 
been a great supporter of Banavie for a long period of time. 

Ban 180190 Dominates 2023 WA Show Circuit
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Described by Roger as “One of the best skin sheep ever seen on Banavie”, this young ram was 
anointed with the “009” tag number, as a tribute to his father. This ET bred sire is as exciting as 
any Poll bred at Banavie in recent times. The genetic combination does not get much better than 
this... His Sire “Charinga Neil” and his mother is ET bred from Banavie royalty, being a “Rifle” 
(130303 $30,000) daughter, by 110016, which is $60,000 130333s mother. 
 
009 has super soft richly nourished pearly white wool. He is loaded with fibre due to his 
outstanding fibre alignment, which consists of deep horseshoe shaped crimp which when 
inspected carefully folds completely back onto itself. This highly elastic fibre is beautiifly 
cyilindrical, allowing it to grow extreme staple length and super staple strength within highly 
compacted fibre bundles creating true density. His high secondary to primary fibre ratio, creates 
a low suint and high wax nourishment which will protect the fibre in all climatic extremes. 
 
Equally as important, that along with his extreme skin, 009 presents with a strong constitution. 
He has a pure open face, big barrel, and stands tall with a proud outlook. He has strong bone in 
his legs with excellent length in the cannon bone and correct feet and pasterns. 009 is from one 
of the heaviest wool cutting families in Australia, his fibre quality and production comes from his 
father and his structural soundness, make and shape come from his mother, he will go on and 
make a meaningful impact to both stud and commercial flocks throughout the industry and we 
are very proud to call him a Banavie. 

Sire: Charinga Neil 170009      Dam: Rifle 160022 

Mic 19.0     SD 3.3     CV 17.4     CF 99.3     WoolCut 184% 

7 months shearing:  19.0 mic 16.4 Kg      Body Weight  July 2022  143kg 

“Every once in a while, as you chase after making an impact you get to experience 
the moment it all comes together, all of the planning, all of the risk and all of the work. 
All of that creates something pretty special” 

Semen 
Available

  Ywt      Yfd       Ycfw      MP+        FP+          DP+ 
  4.3       -1.3       31.3        175.71      161.26       165.48 

190009 



2023 Semen Catalogue
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Huge young sire. He was 141kg with Lambs teeth on inspection day 2020. Extra muscle and fat. 
Big staple length with excellent width through the body. He is tall and proud and deep. Excellent 
bone. Has quick maturity and rare combination of positive fat, positive EMD and positive wool 
cut. He has been extensively used in ET and AI at both Banavie and Charinga.

Sire: Masterbuilt                        Dam Rifle 160156 
     Mic 20.9        SD 3.0     CV 16.3      CF 98.9       WoolCut:  139%       FAT: 8          EMD: 37

190171 

Semen 
Available

>> 
Ram  

Videos can 
be viewed 

online

  MP+                  DP+                  FP+              YCFW         YWT           PWT          YEMD        YFAT        YSL 
  171.64               183.05              140.77           35.07          12.96           9.59           0.82           0.35          9.76 
  Top 10%            Top 5 %                                Top 5 %      Top 5%        Top 5% 
 

Cut:11.5kg 7Months Body Weight  Sept 2020  141kg  March Shorn 
Body Weight  July 2022   169kg  March Shorn

BIG DAVE 

TOP AI BRED         

POLL TEST: PP 

2023 Semen Sires
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PP        
SIRE

MAST-BIG DAVE
DAM

NEIL - 190016

TAG 210033

SEPTEMBER DROP
ET BRED

MICRON

19.2
S.D

3.1
C.V

16.1
CF%

99.7%

2023 Semen Catalogue
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TAG 210555

PP        
SIRE

MAST-BIG DAVE
DAM

NE 408-170002
MICRON

19.7
S.D

2.4
C.V

12.2
CF%

100%

AUGUST
WEIGHT

129kg

FLOYD

2023 Semen Catalogue
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2023 Semen Catalogue

This Magnificent Sire is the result of years of selection all coming together in a single genetic 
package. Selected by Roger at lamb mothering as the one “we must keep an eye on”, 266 has 
grown and developed into the exceptional sire he, through years of ET and AI has ultimately 
been selectively bred to become. A combination of virtues from Big Tom, Pearler, Jonty and 
Buddy genetics have all combined to produce this super star.  
 
His father “Gilbert”, was prepared and managed in the Banavie ram shed in 2018 and this ram 
has many of the old boys great attributes. He has a genuine presence in the ram shed, he holds 
his head high and proud. He is quick maturing and already has a big broad muzzle like his father 
with a sires hornset. His growth rate is exceptional due to his heavy bone, length of body and 
perfect structure. His wool is bold deeply crimping, with excellent thickness and lock. It is richly 
nourished, well aligned fibre which pushes wool cut production on an uncomplicated pliable 
skin.   
 
We look forward to watching the impact this ram has on the Merino industry and the 
continuation of the “Gilbert” family which is held in high regard at both Banavie and Charinga. 

Sire: Charinga Gilbert 170226  Dam:  Pearler 213 150241 

Mic 21.2     SD 3.3     CV 15.5     CF 99.4     WoolCut 156% 

“After years of breeding and selection every so often you get a chance to 
witness something that is so outstanding that it feels surreal”

  Ywt      Yfd       Ycfw      MP+        FP+          DP+ 
  6.1        -0.5      17.7         148.76     138.33      149.29 

>> 
Video can 
be viewed 

online

Semen 
Available

7 months shearing:  21.2 mic 12.6 Kg
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!
Sire: MAJESTIC 111139    

Dam: BANAVIE 

         CH-204 110016 

Drop: June 2013 

SOLD TO MUNUNDA MERINO STUD, WA FOR A VICTORIAN RECORD OF $60,000 
A special ET bred sire that stands big, tall and square with a draping, long neck and a high, 
wide rump. He has an excellent top line, very good pasterns and a silky soft pure muzzle. 
He has excellent coverage of bright, nourished wool with excellent length of staple. 

Test Date: July 2014  

Micron: 20.1 

SD: 3.0                         

CV: 15

Majestic 111139—130303 “Rifle” Sire: MAJESTIC 111139    

Dam: BANAVIE 

         CH-204 110091      

Drop: June 2013 

Weight: 150 KG  

SOLD TO LEOVALE STUD WA FOR $30,000 
A richly nourished, bright medium wool sire with excellent structure, reflected in his very 
good top line, pasterns, feet and width through the body. His long muzzle is silky soft and 
very pure. He is ET bred, sired by “Majestic 111139”, a “double copy” poll which Collinsville 
bred using ET. His wool is well aligned, very bright and has plenty of fibre density.

Test Date: June 2015 

Micron: 19.4 

SD: 2.8                         

CV: 14.6

Majestic 111139 - 130333

2023 Semen Sires
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Working Dog School
ram Selection info Day

Friday 22nd September
10:00am at Charinga

with Chris Stapleton winner of the Australian championships

come anD experience it firSthanD!
CONTACT: Roger 0427 358 168 or Tim 0427 317 846

Dog numbers are limited, so please be quick to enquire.

Join us for a masterclass on working dogs with Chris 
Stapleton multiple winner of the Australian champi-
onships and an Australian representative competing 
overseas. Capree Eve (pictured left with Chris) was 
sold for the Australian record price $49,000. Chris 
will be on site sharing some inside knowledge by 
running a working dog school, but spaces are limited 
to around 5 dogs, so please be quick to contact us to 
book a space.

Roger Polkinghorne from Charinga Merino Stud will 
also be conducting a talk on ram selection, structure, 
skin and wool quality, His insight on understanding 
fleece nourishment, wax swint, fibre alignment and 
density will also be shared.
Join us for a great informative day!

Please contact us if you would like any
further information and let us know if you 

are going to attend.
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Notes:



Flock No  2772  OJD MN3. Approved Vacc. Bruc Acc.

CONTACT: TIM POLKINGHORNE 0427 317 846

ROGER POLKINGHORNE 0427 358 168

EMAIL: banavie1@gmail.com    WEB: www.banavie.com.au 

Poll Flock No 1469  Horn Flock No  2772   OJD MN3. Approved Vacc. Bruc Acc.

 Renowned for having strong bone, excellent wool density and elite 
wool quality the Banavie type is easily distinguished in stud families 
and commercial flocks across Australia. Since purchasing Banavie in 

2001, we are pleased to see the continued impact and industry
influence the Banavie type is having. 

“TRADITIONAL VALUES STILL RELEVANT”

Keep up to date with us on facebook

Flock No  2772  OJD MN3. Approved Vacc. Bruc Acc.

Banavie Principals Tim, Karina and family flanked by the Banavie team.
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TOP 11      SALE RAMS

LOT 61

Page 23

210533 - This young sire was noted in the marking cradle for having bold crimpy wool right 
to the tip of his tail. Which is the ultimate accolade for softness and fine primaries. He 
stands proud and square and was born and raised as a twin. Excellent Barrel and width of 
body. Long stapled free growing wool with brightness and richness. A very modern young 
sire with all main profit drivers covered, Carcase, Fertility and Production 

Dam tag                  Poll         YSL         LastWeight      GFW %    Mic        SD       CV       CF         Birth type 
BANAVIE-171079     PP           103          110                    114.1          19.7        3.2       16.2      99.8       Twin

TAG: 21-0553   SIRE: Big Dave  DAM SIRE: 333

LOT 62

210165 - A well covered young ram with plenty of width through the body. He is pure and 
displays true fibre density. His wool is lustrous and bright and he has excellent bone. 
Square and upright on pasterns with a good topline and coverage. 

Dam tag                  Poll         YSL         LastWeight      GFW %    Mic        SD       CV       CF         Birth type 
BANAVIE-160465   PP           94           120                   138.1         20.4      3.2       15.7      99.7       Single

TAG: 21-0165   SIRE: Big Dave  DAM SIRE: Rocky
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LOT 63

210133 -  Nice open face with purity and softness. He has excellent feet and good topline. 
His medium wool is waxy and white on a productive skin that is waterproof and safe.

Dam tag                  Poll         YSL         LastWeight      GFW %    Mic        SD       CV       CF         Birth type 
BANAVIE-160153     Poll         92            111                     123.1         19          3.1        16.3      99.9      Single

TAG: 21-0133   SIRE: Neil 009  DAM SIRE: Rifle

LOT 64

210139 -  A kind eye with very good purity, excellent width and depth of body. Very good on 
feet and stand tall and square. A rich,bold heavy cutting wool that oozes production. 

Dam tag                  Poll         YSL         LastWeight      GFW %    Mic        SD       CV       CF         Birth type 
BANAVIE-150301    Poll         100          115                    138.1         21.3        3.7       17.4      99.2       Single

TAG: 21-0139   SIRE: Neil 009 DAM SIRE: KP 204
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TOP 11 SALE RAMS

LOT 65

210406 - Just cutting his teeth, he has a broad long muzzle width good width in the front 
end. A heavy cutting free growing well aligned long stapled wool. Opportunity to buy an im-
pact Banavie 009 Son. 

Dam tag                  Poll         YSL         LastWeight      GFW %    Mic        SD       CV       CF         Birth type 
BANAVIE-140653   PP           100          104                   105.1         20.3       3.2       15.8      100        Twin

TAG: 21-0406   SIRE: Neil 009  DAM SIRE: Pearler 008

LOT 66

210188 - An AI bred son of Rohan, he has a long muzzle and purity. He carries a rich bold 
medium wool which is waterproof. His skin displays exceptional freeness and softness and 
his stance is wide and square. 

Dam tag                  Poll         YSL         LastWeight      GFW %    Mic        SD       CV       CF         Birth type 
BANAVIE-190112     PP           92            111                     129.1         19.8        2.9       14.6      99.9      Single

TAG: 21-0188   SIRE: Rohan  DAM SIRE: Neil
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LOT 67

210183 – Big broad muzzle with excellent topline and barell. He is up on his feet, with a free 
growing soft bold medium wool. He has a free drapey throat with richness.

Dam tag                  Poll         YSL         LastWeight      GFW %    Mic        SD       CV       CF         Birth type 
BANAVIE-190020   Poll         101           104                   123.1         19.4       3          15.5      99.9      Single

TAG: 21-0183   SIRE: Rohan  DAM SIRE: Masterbuilt

LOT 68

210106 - Silky soft loose muzzle with purity and clean poll. He has a well aligned soft white 
lusterous wool. He has very good topline, bone with depth and coverage. He has a drapey 
free skin white long crimpy wool to his toes. 

Dam tag                  Poll         YSL         LastWeight      GFW %    Mic        SD       CV       CF         Birth type 
BANAVIE-160419    PP           102          113                    144.1         19.8        3.2       16.2      99.6      Single

TAG: 21-0106   SIRE: Neil  DAM SIRE: KP 204
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TOP 11 SALE RAMS

LOT 69

210495 - An eye catching naturally bred son of Big Dave, with excellent bone and feet. He 
stands tall and square. He has terrific handle and coverage. A high yielding lusterous and 
very safe wool.

Dam tag                  Poll         YSL         LastWeight      GFW %    Mic        SD       CV       CF         Birth type 
                                PP           99            112                    99.1          19.3        3.1        16.1       100        Single

TAG: 21-0495   SIRE: Big Dave  DAM SIRE: BANAVIE STUD EWE

LOT 70

210193 - Positive eye muscle and fat this young sire has excellent width and depth of body. 
He stands square and proud. He is uncomplicated and free and carries a soft handling 
Medium wool from top to bottom.

Dam tag                  Poll         YSL         LastWeight      GFW %    Mic        SD       CV       CF         Birth type 
BANAVIE-170010    Poll         95            110                    117.1          19.4       2.9       14.9      100        Single

TAG: 21-0193  SIRE: Masterbuilt  DAM SIRE: NE 408
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LOT 73
210225 - Young Gilbert Horned Sire with big open outlook with wide open horn set. He dis-
plays a quick growing well aligned and bright wool on an uncomplicated skin. He stands tall 
and square and was born and raised a twin.

Dam tag                  Poll         YSL         LastWeight      GFW %    Mic        SD       CV       CF         Birth type 
BANAVIE-190739    Horn       94           118                    92            19.3        3.1        16.1       99.8       Twin

TAG: 21-0225   SIRE: Gilbert 266  DAM SIRE: Jonty 


